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Dissipation in granular high-temperature superconductors (HTSs) during the passage of macro-

scopic transport current j is mainly determined by carrier tunneling through intergrain boundaries

(Josephson junctions). In the presence of external magnetic field H, it is necessary to take into

account the significant magnetic flux compression, which can lead to the situation when the effec-

tive field Beff in the intergrain boundaries exceeds the external field by an order of magnitude. This

is observed as a wide hysteresis of the field dependence of magnetoresistance R(H). In this study,

we investigate the R(H) hysteresis evolution in granular 1–2-3 HTSs in different j–H orientations.

The magnetic flux compression significantly affects the magnetoresistance and its hysteresis for

both perpendicular (H ? j) and parallel (H jj j) orientations. The obtained experimental data on the

R(H) hysteresis at the arbitrary angles h¼/H, j are explained using the approach developed for

describing the magnetoresistance hysteresis in granular HTSs with regard to the magnetic flux com-

pression and the model representations proposed by Daghero et al. [Phys. Rev. B 66(13), 11478

(2002)]. A concept of the effective field in the intergrain medium explains the well-known anisot-

ropy of the magnetotransport properties of granular HTSs. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4986253]

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the magnetotransport properties of super-

conductors yields information useful for establishing the

mechanisms responsible for pinning of Abrikosov vortices.

In the general case, the magnetoresistance is determined

using the Arrhenius expression1

R � exp �UP H; T; jð Þ=kBT
� �

; (1)

where UP(H, T, j) is the dependence of the pinning potential

on the magnetic field, temperature, and transport current and

kB is the Boltzmann constant. The situation is complicated at

the dissipation in granular high-temperature superconductors

(HTSs). These objects represent random systems of super-

conducting grains, where the dissipation occurs mainly in

the subsystem of intergrain boundaries, which are the areas

with the suppressed superconducting properties behaving as

weak links (Josephson junctions) for tunneling of supercon-

ducting current carriers.2,3

In the highly anisotropic HTSs, e.g., Bi-2223 and Bi-

2212, it is necessary to take into account the preferred cur-

rent flowing within grains (crystallites) along the a–b planes.

This is made in the so-called break-wall4 (railway) switch5,6

models, which explain the experimentally observed critical

current anisotropy in the Bi-2223 and Bi-2212 tapes at dif-

ferent magnetic field orientations relative to the a–b planes

of grains. The Y- and La-based HTSs (YBCO and LSCO)

have, as is known, a much weaker anisotropy of the super-

conducting properties than the Bi-based HTSs. However,

even the non-textured YBCO and LSCO (as well as non-

textured Bi-2223) bulk granular HTSs exhibit the anisotropy

of magnetotransport properties at different mutual directions

of magnetic field H and transport current j (hereinafter, vec-

tor j denotes the macroscopic transport current direction).

Although the above-mentioned anisotropy was found

soon after the discovery of HTS,7–11 the model representa-

tion of the magnetoresistance anisotropy in such a random

system as a granular superconductor was proposed much

later.12 Daghero et al. took into account that the magnetic

field in the intergrain spacings is determined not only by the

external field but also by the fields induced by screening cur-

rents flowing over the superconducting grain surface (the

Meissner effect). This allowed the behavior of the anisotropy

parameter R(H jj j)/R(H ? j)< 1 in the yttrium HTS system

in weak magnetic fields to be explained.

Another specific feature of granular superconductors is the

hysteretic-field dependence of magnetoresistance R(H),13–26

which is explained by the effect of magnetic moments of

superconducting grains on the effective field in the intergrain

medium. The aim of this study was to develop the model of

the behavior of a granular HTS in the external field and explain

the magnetoresistance hysteresis anisotropy at arbitrary angles

h¼/H, j, in particular, to determine the degree of magnetic

flux compression in the intergrain medium. The model was

confirmed using a technique for determining the effective field

in the intergrain medium directly from the experimental data

on magnetization and magnetoresistance.27–29

Since the yttrium HTS sample used in the measurements

at the liquid nitrogen temperature exhibits the properties typi-

cal of such a material, the results obtained can be generalizeda)E-mail: dabalaev@iph.krasn.ru
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to, at least, granular 1–2–3 HTS materials. The model (Sec.

III) that explains the hysteretic behavior of magnetoresistance

is confirmed by the data for the yttrium HTS composite. This

sample can be used as a reference since the Josephson cou-

pling between HTS grains in it was purposefully weakened

by adding a non-superconducting component and the critical

current was significantly reduced.24,25,30 This allows one to

perform the magnetoresistance measurements at the liquid

helium temperature at weak measuring currents.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The bulk YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) HTS sample for the mag-

netoresistance hysteresis measurements at different H and j
orientations was prepared by a standard solid-state reaction

technique. X-ray analysis revealed only the 1–2–3 structure

reflections. According to the scanning electron microscopy

data, the average grain size was 6 lm. Above TC (90.5 K),

the metal-type R(T) dependence typical of such systems was

observed.

The data presented in Sec. III were obtained using a com-

posite consisting of 77.5 vol. % of Y0.75Lu0.25Ba2Cu3O7 and

22.5 vol. % of CuO, hereinafter referred to as the YBCO com-
posite. The sample fabrication procedure included30 (i) mixing

of initial components (finished HTS and copper oxide) with

subsequent pressing and (ii) joint annealing at T¼ 900 �C for

5 min with subsequent exposure at 400 �C for 4 h in another

furnace. This process yields bulk samples with HTS grains

doped with oxygen in the optimal concentration (the transition

temperature does not decrease);26 the Josephson coupling in the

subsystem of intergrain boundaries is purposefully weakened.

The transport measurements were performed on the sam-

ples with typical sizes of about 1� 1�(5�7) mm3. The R(H)

dependences were measured by a standard four-probe method.

The transport current was applied along the sample length L.

The R(H) dependence for the YBCO-composite sample was

measured in the perpendicular configuration (L?H) at a trans-

port current of 5 mA and a temperature of T¼ 4.2 K (the sam-

ple was in the helium heat-exchange atmosphere). During the

measurements of R(H) dependences, the YBCO sample was in

the liquid nitrogen medium and the current was I¼ 30 mA.

The external field was induced by an electromagnet, which

allowed us to determine the transport characteristics at the arbi-

trary angles h¼/H, j. After zero-field cooling (ZFC), the

external field was increased to its maximum values (6500 Oe).

Below, we analyze the forward and reverse branches of the

obtained hysteretic dependences.

The magnetic measurements were performed on a

vibrating sample magnetometer on the samples used in the

magnetotransport measurements.

III. JUSTIFICATION OF THE MODEL

A. Magnetoresistance hysteresis

We limit the consideration to the case when the dissipa-

tion only occurs in the intergrain medium. This suggests

that under the experimental conditions, the inequality JC_grain

(H)� JC intergrain(H) (JC is the critical current in an applied

magnetic field) is valid. The YBCO HTSs satisfy this

inequality at liquid nitrogen temperatures in fields of, at least,

up to �50 kOe.31,32

To explain the R(H) hysteresis observed in granular

superconductors, it is necessary to take into account that the

magnetic field in the intergrain spacings is a superposition of

the external field and the field induced by magnetic moments

of superconducting grains. Obviously, the magnetic moment

MG of a grain is proportional to the magnetic moment M of a

sample. Then, the field dependence of MG is similar to the

experimental M(H) dependence. Figure 1(a) shows the hys-

teretic M(H) dependence for the YBCO-composite sample.

The shape of the M(H) hysteresis loop is consistent with the

critical state model.33

In the areas of increasing (H¼Hinc) and decreasing

(H¼Hdec) external field in Fig. 1(a), the lines of magnetic

induction Bind of the grain magnetic moments are schemati-

cally shown. The resulting effective field Beff in the inter-

grain spacing is the superposition of external field H and

Bind,

Beff ¼ H þ Bind: (2)

FIG. 1. Hysteretic field dependences of (a) magnetization M(H) and (b) mag-

netoresistance R(H) for the YBCO composite sample at T¼ 4.2 K. (a)

Schematic of the lines of magnetic induction Bind in the intergrain medium

induced by magnetic moments MG of superconducting grains (ovals) at the

increasing field H¼Hinc (in the bottom, M(Hinc)< 0) and decreasing field

H¼Hdec (on the top, M(Hdec)> 0). In this schematic representation, the axis

z is parallel to H and directed upwards. In (b), an example of determination

of the hysteresis field width DH¼Hdec – Hinc is shown; in (a), the M(Hinc)

and M(Hdec) values corresponding to the magnetic state of the sample are

shown. Arrows indicate the direction of the variation in external field H.
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In Figs. 1(a), 2, and 3, we introduced the z axis parallel to

the magnetic field H and oriented upwards. It can be seen in

Fig. 1(a) that the contributions from MG to the z component

of the field in the intergrain medium have different signs at

the increasing (Mz< 0, MG,z < 0, and Bind jj Hinc) and

decreasing external field (Mz> 0, MG,z > 0, and Bind is anti-

parallel to Hdec).

Then, the resulting effective field Beff,z will be stronger

at the increasing field, i.e., Beff,z(H¼Hinc)>Beff,z(H¼Hdec)

at Hinc¼Hdec. In turn, the R(H) dependence is determined

using expression (1), where the external field should be

replaced by the effective field in the intergrain medium (Beff

! H). This leads to the R(H) hysteresis [see Fig. 1(b),

(R(H¼Hinc)>R(H¼Hdec)].

B. Magnetic flux compression in the intergrain
medium

Obviously, the field induced by MG in the intergrain

medium [Figs. 1(a) and 2(a)] is nonuniformly distributed. It

would be reasonable to make the following assumption: the

field Bind induced by MG is proportional to the magnetic

moment of the sample since the total magnetic moment of the

sample is a superposition of magnetic moments of grains33

and the contribution of the intergrain medium is insignifi-

cant.34–36 Then, taking into account carrier tunneling through

the intergrain boundaries, we can use the numerical value of

the z component of Bind in the intergrain medium

Bind;z ¼ � 4pMz a: (3)

The proportionality factor a in Eq. (3) characterizes

crowding of the magnetic flux lines in the intergrain spacings.

Certainly, when the intergrain distance is sufficiently large

[Fig. 2(a)], the a value will be similar to the demagnetizing fac-

tor of a grain. However, if we bring two grains closer to each

other [Fig. 2(b)] to obtain the intergrain distance typical of

granular materials (about the coherence length, i.e., �1� 2 nm

for YBCO3), then the magnetic induction lines in the spacing

between two grains will be essentially crowded,12,15 and conse-

quently, the parameter a will increase. Note that the spacing

between neighboring grains in the schematic shown in Fig.

2(b) [also see insets in Fig. 1(a) and Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] is sig-

nificantly enlarged (this spacing is much smaller than the grain

size).

To estimate the a value, we proposed the approach27 in

which the R(H) and M(H) hysteretic dependences are com-

pared and the magnetoresistance hysteresis width DH¼Hdec

– Hinc under the condition R(Hinc)¼R(Hdec) is considered

[Fig. 1(b)]. The equality of magnetoresistances at the points

Hdec and Hinc of the R(H) hysteretic dependence suggests

that the effective fields [Eq. (2)] at these points are also equal

since the R value is determined using Eq. (1). Taking into

account the sign of the magnetic moment of the sample with

FIG. 2. Schematic of the magnetic induction lines in the intergrain medium

from magnetic moments MG of superconducting grains. (a) Grains (ovals)

are far from each other. (b) Crowding of magnetic induction lines at the

small intergrain spacing (flux compression); the dashed line (red) shows the

trajectory of microscopic current I for the perpendicular configuration H ?
j. The external field H¼Hinc increases in both (a) and (b). Note that the

intergrain distance in (a) and (b) is enlarged: in real granular HTSs, the grain

boundary length is much smaller than the grain size (see Sec. III B for more

detail).

FIG. 3. Schematic of the magnetic induction lines and trajectories of micro-

scopic current I (dashed lines) for (a) the parallel (H jj j) and (b) perpendicu-

lar (H ? j) configurations and (c) at a certain intermediate angle h¼/H, j.
To explain the model representations, the axes z (parallel to H and directed

upwards), n (normal to the intergrain boundary plane S), and s (perpendicu-

lar to n and lying in the plane formed by the vectors H and I) are introduced.

The spacings between neighboring grains are significantly enlarged.
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respect to the z component [see Fig. 1(a) and Eq. (3)], we

can rewrite Eq. (2) in the form

Beff;z Hð Þ ¼ Hz � 4pMz Hzð Þ a: (4)

Substituting sequentially H¼Hdec and H¼Hinc in (4) and

subtracting one expression from the other, we arrive at

DH ¼ Hdec � Hinc ¼ a4p M Hincð Þ �M Hdecð Þ
� �

(5)

(index z is omitted). In this expression, we kept a¼ const, i.e.,

assumed the parameter a to be magnetic field-independent

(a 6¼ f(H)). The horizontal segment in Fig. 1(b) corresponds

to the DH value at Hdec ¼ 16.5 kOe; the points indicated in

the experimental M(H) dependences [Fig. 1(a)] correspond to

the «magnetic state» of the sample at H¼Hdec and H¼Hinc.

Expression (5) can be used to analyze the field width of

the magnetoresistance hysteresis using the experimental

R(H) and M(H) dependences since the parameter DH is inde-

pendent of the transport current in its wide range.23–26,37 As

was shown by different measurements, the a value is about

10 and more,27–29 which is indicative of crowding of the

magnetic flux lines in the intergrain medium [Fig. 2(b)] due

to the small grain boundary thickness as compared to the

grain size.

C. Effective field in the intergrain media at different
h 5 /H, j

In the classical Bardeen–Stephen approach, the magne-

toresistance dependence on the angle h¼/H, j for the type-

II superconductors is proportional to sin2h.38,39 The idealized

picture of microscopic trajectories of current I for the orien-

tation H jj j (i.e., Beff,z jj I) is presented in Fig. 3(a); if the

normal n to the intergrain boundary plane S is strictly paral-

lel to the external field (i.e., n jj I), then there is no magnetic

flux crowding in the region of carrier tunneling. In this ideal

case, the flux crowding will not influence carrier tunneling

through the intergrain boundary. In contrast, in the case illus-

trated in Fig. 3(b)–, the normal n is perpendicular to both the

external field H and the induced field Bind,z; therefore, car-

riers are forced to tunnel through the region of the maximum

flux crowding. Thus, the maximum effect of flux compres-

sion on the magnetoresistance is expected at the angle of

h¼ p/2.

At arbitrary angles h [Fig. 3(c)], the tunneling processes

will be affected by the projections of vectors Bind and H onto

the s axis. We introduce the s axis, which is perpendicular to

n (i.e., parallel to the intergrain boundary plane S) and lies in

the plane formed by the vectors H and I [Figs. 3(b) and

3(c)]. Since we have n jj I, h¼/H, I, and h¼/n, z (n ? s),

at arbitrary angle h, the magnetoresistance is determined by

the components Bind,zsinh and H sin h. A similar approach

was used in Ref. 12 (see Ref. 40). Thus, we can write the

expression for the effective field projection [Eq. (4)] of Beff

(H) onto the s axis

Beff;s Hð Þ ¼ H þ 4paM Hð Þ½ � sin h: (6)

Note that in this approach, the parameter a is simply a

numerical coefficient independent of the external field direc-

tion. However, orientational dependences of the effective

field (6) and, consequently, the magnetoresistance hysteresis

originate from the fact that the projections of Bind and H

onto the s axis change with angle h. The effective field deter-

mined from (6) affects the dissipation processes in the inter-

grain boundaries.

Certainly, Eq. (6) only works for the ideal ordered sys-

tems consisting of grains with the same shape and size sep-

arated by the identical intergrain spacings. In real granular

systems, we cannot expect that the conditions n jj Bind and

n jj H for h¼ 0 and n ? Bind and n ? H for h¼p/2 will be

strictly satisfied due to the presence of microscopic trajec-

tories of current I, which are nonparallel to macroscopic

current j. It is well-known7–12,18–21,27–30 that even at h¼ 0,

the magnetoresistance of granular HTS samples is nonzero

and exhibits the hysteresis. Previously, the a value (�10)

for h¼ 027–29 was estimated. In view of the aforesaid, we

may assume that for real granular superconductors, Eq. (6)

can be rewritten with regard to the isotropic (independent

of h) contribution

Beff;s Hð Þ ¼ HðCis þ Canis sin hÞ þ 4pM Hð Þ ðais þ aanis sin hÞ:
(7)

Here, the introduced constants Cis, Canis, ais, and aanis corre-

spond to the isotropic and anisotropic effects of the field and

magnetic moments of grains. There is an obvious correlation

between Cis þCanis ¼ 1 and aisþ aanis¼ a, where a is deter-

mined from Eq. (3) and enters Eq. (6) as an orientation-

independent parameter. We assume the isotropic parameters

Cis and ais to be caused by the fact that real granular systems

differ from the ideal model. In addition, according to our

data and the results reported in Ref. 41 for non-textured

granular HTSs, the magnetic moment weakly depends on the

mutual direction of the external field and orientation of the

sample sides (the difference between the magnetic moments

at H jj L and H ? L is only a few percent). Consequently,

the orientational dependence (7) is expected to remain pro-

portional to sin h. Below, based on the experimental data, we

demonstrate that, indeed, the dependence similar to (7) is

observed.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the R(H) dependences for the YBCO

sample obtained at T¼ 77.4 K and different angles h¼/H,

j with a step of 10�. A part of the R(H) dependence starting

with the origin of coordinates corresponds to the initial path

after ZFC. In these experiments, after recording the total

loop in fields of up to 6500 Oe, the external-field direction

was sequentially changed. One can clearly see the anisotropy

of the hysteretic properties of magnetoresistance.

Figure 5 presents enlarged portions of the R(H) hyster-

etic dependences. The dashed horizontal lines give an exam-

ple of the determination of the magnetoresistance hysteresis

width DH¼Hdec – Hinc at Hdec ¼ 450 Oe. It can be seen that
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the DH value decreases with the angle h (the DH value is

maximum at h¼ 90� and minimum at h¼ 0�).
To further analyze the parameter DH, we use the experi-

mental M(H) hysteresis data. Figure 6 shows the M(H) depen-

dence measured on the sample for which the data from Figs. 4

and 5 were obtained. As is known, in granular HTSs, the hys-

teresis loop asymmetry relative to the abscissa axis increases

with temperature.41–46 In other words, at low temperatures,

we have jM(Hinc)j 	 jM(Hdec)j at Hinc¼Hdec [Fig. 1(a)], while

at high temperatures, the inequality jM(Hinc)j> jM(Hdec)j is

valid. In addition, the M(Hdec) values remain negative in a

wide magnetic field range (Fig. 6). This asymmetry of the hys-

teresis loops is caused by the contribution of the equilibrium

(hysteresisless) magnetization of the grain surface layer.42,44

At low temperatures, the relative contribution of surface mag-

netization is smaller than the contribution of nonequilibrium

magnetization of the bulk of the sample. At high temperatures,

the grain surface region size increases and, consequently, the

equilibrium magnetization fraction in the total magnetization

loop grows.44 However, for the above-described modification

of the M(H) dependences, the field distribution in the intergrain

medium [Fig. 1(a)] will remain nearly invariable since even at

M(Hdec)< 0, the inequality Beff(H¼Hinc)>Beff(H¼Hdec) is

still valid due to the condition jM(Hinc)j> jM(Hdec)j and the

R(H) hysteresis is obvious.

Estimation of the intragrain critical current from the

data presented in Fig. 6 using the Bean formula JCG(A/cm2)

�30 DM(emu/cm3)/d(cm) yields (at d� 6 lm) JCG �1.5�2

� 105 A/cm2 in fields of up to 100 Oe. This value exceeds

the critical transport current JC(H¼ 0)	 102 A/cm2 by a few

orders of magnitude, which confirms the model assumption

about the occurrence of dissipation only in the intergrain

spacings (inequality JCgrain(H)� JC intergrain(H), see Sec.

III A).

Figure 7 shows the absolute value of the effective field in

the intergrain medium jBeff(H)j as a function of the external

field. The jBeff(H)j dependences were built using Eq. (4) on

the basis of experimental data presented in Fig. 6. Hereinafter,

FIG. 4. Hysteretic field dependences of magnetoresistance R(H) for the

YBCO sample at T¼ 77.4 K and different H and j orientations (h¼/H, j).
Arrows indicate the direction of the variation in external field H.

FIG. 5. Enlarged positive-field portion from Fig. 4. Horizontal dashed lines

correspond to the hysteresis field width DH at Hdec ¼ 450 Oe and different

angles h¼/H, j.

FIG. 6. Magnetic hysteresis of the YBCO sample at T¼ 77.4 K. Arrows

indicate the direction of the variation in external field H.

FIG. 7. Hysteretic dependences of the effective field jBeff(H)j in the inter-

grain medium obtained from Eq. (4) using the M(H) data from Fig. 6 and

parameters aeff shown in the figure. Horizontal dashed lines correspond to

the hysteresis field width DH at Hdec ¼ 450 Oe and different angles h¼/H,

j. Arrows indicate the direction of the variation in external field H.
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we omit indices z and s for the experimental effective fields.

In addition, the absolute value of Eq. (4) was taken since

the field sign is unimportant for the magnetoresistance: R
� jBeff(H)j. In (4), parameter a is simply a numerical coeffi-

cient independent of the field direction, but, according to

dependences (5) and (6), there is the field–current orienta-

tional dependence. When building the jBeff(H)j dependences

on the basis of Eq. (4) in different orientations h¼/H, j (Fig.

7), we used the only fitting parameter, specifically, the

effective value a¼ aeff depending on angle h. Comparing

with Eq. (7), we obtain

aeff ¼ ais þ aanis sin h: (8)

A criterion for building the jBeff(H)j dependences and obtain-

ing the aeff value was the best agreement between the hystere-

sis loop width DH¼Hdec – Hinc at Beff(Hdec)¼Beff(Hdec)

(Fig. 7) and that for the R(H) dependences (Figs. 4 and 5) in

the wide field range. The aeff values are presented in Fig. 7.

Horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 7 show the example of deter-

mination of the hysteresis width DH¼Hdec – Hinc at Hinc

¼ 450 Oe for the Beff(H) dependences.

A comparison of the R(H) hysteretic dependences in

Figs. 4 and 5 and jBeff(H)j (Fig. 7) allows us to speak about

their satisfactory agreement, taking into account that the

magnetoresistance is determined by the expression similar to

(1): R � exp(–UP(jBeff(H)j, T, j)/kB T). The minimum in the

R(Hdec) and jBeff(Hdec)j dependences is observed at the maxi-

mum compensation of the external field and the field Bind

induced by the magnetic moments of grains.

Figure 8 shows the dependences of the DH value on the

field Hdec obtained from the experimental R(H) hysteretic

dependences (Figs. 4 and 5) at several angles h and the

jBeff(H)j dependences (Fig. 7) calculated at different aeff values

presented in the figure. The satisfactory agreement between

the experimental and calculated DH values is observed, at

least, in fields above 200 Oe.47 The inset in Fig. 7 presents the

DH values at Hdec¼ 450 Oe as a function of angle h for the

R(H) and jBeff(H)j dependences, i.e., in fact, the lengths of hor-

izontal segments in Figs. 5 and 7.

Figure 9 shows the parameter aeff obtained at the best

agreement between the field hysteresis loop DH(Hdec)

obtained from the R(H) and jBeff(H)j data (Fig. 8) as a func-

tion of angle h. The solid line in Fig. 9 was built using depen-

dence (8) at ais¼ 10 and aanis ¼ 12.5; i.e., sinusoidal

dependence (6) proposed by Daghero et al. (Ref. 12) really

exists. The similarity between the ais and aanis values indicates

that in the systems of the granular HTS type, some trajectories

of microscopic currents I have the direction different from the

direction of macroscopic current j (see Sec. III C). In the ide-

alized picture in Fig. 3(a), the effect of both external H and

induced Bind fields as well as the effect of flux compression

on carrier tunneling should be negligible since the compo-

nents Bind,zsinh and H sin h are zero. However, it was found

that the induced field and, consequently, the flux compression

significantly affect also carrier tunneling in the parallel con-

figuration H jj j. On the other hand, the validity of functional

dependence (6) can be a confirmation of the approach used to

describe the magnetotransport properties of granular HTSs.

V. SUMMARY

The angular (magnetic field–transport current direction)

dependence of magnetoresistance hysteresis in the granular

yttrium HTSs was measured and analyzed. Based on the model

representations from Ref. 12 and the developed approach to

the analysis of magnetoresistance hysteresis,27–29 we investi-

gated the effect of magnetic flux compression in the intergrain

medium on carrier tunneling in different mutual orientations of

the macroscopic current j and external field H. Using the pro-

posed model, we established and experimentally confirmed

that the magnetoresistance is determined by the effective field

component Beff (relative to the flux compression) perpendicu-

lar to the macroscopic current direction, i.e., in fact, R � Beff,z

sin(H, j). Meanwhile, the orientational dependence of magne-

toresistance, as well as the R(H) hysteresis parameter, also

contains the term independent of the angle h¼/H, j, i.e., iso-

tropic relative to the H and j orientations. This can be caused

by the deviation of the grain morphology in real crystals from

the model representation of grains with the same shape and

size.

FIG. 8. Dependence of the hysteresis field width DH on Hdec obtained using

the R(H) data from Figs. 4 and 5 (symbols) and jBeff(H)j (Fig. 7) at the indi-

cated aeff values. Inset: DH vs angle h¼/H, j at Hdec ¼ 450 Oe (these data

correspond to the lengths of horizontal segments in Figs. 5 and 7).

FIG. 9. Orientational dependence of parameter aeff [Eqs. (3) and (4)]

obtained from the condition for the consistency of the DH(Hdec) data in Fig.

8 (symbols). The solid line is built using Eq. (8).
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The significant magnetic flux compression is reflected in

both the parallel (Hjj j) and perpendicular (H? j) configura-

tions. The parameter a characterizing the degree of magnetic

flux compression in the intergrain medium is �20, and the

maximum effect on the magnetoresistance is observed in the

orientation H? j. At H jj j, the effect of magnetic flux com-

pression is almost twofold weaker and the orientational por-

tion follows the dependence proportional to sin(H, j).
It is the flux compression that determines the fairly wide

magnetoresistance (and the critical current) hysteresis in

granular HTSs in the field range where the external field H is

much weaker than the field induced by grains (4p a M(H)).

In the yttrium HTS, this external field range is from �102

to �103 Oe at liquid nitrogen temperatures. With a further

increase in the external field (or at approaching the transition

temperature TC), the effect of magnetic moments of grains on

the intergrain medium weakens and the R(H jj j)/R(H ? j)
value tends to unity, which is consistent with the model repre-

sentations from Ref. 12.

In the authors’ opinion, the above consideration is appli-

cable to, at least, non-textured YBCO, LSCO, and BSCCO

granular HTSs in the magnetic field and temperature ranges

where the dissipation only occurs in the grain boundary sub-

system. The description of the transition of the HTS grain

subsystem to the ground state under the action of the mag-

netic field (or temperature) needs other mechanisms of the

HTS grain anisotropy effects.46
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